Milestone 2013
Work In Process
an essay from

Master Yeshua
Almost two years ago, I spoke of Milestone 2013 in a commentary. That
was July of 2011. At that point, I made it known that there would be
many changes beginning, but that 2013 would be the year that
historians noted, the beginning of a monumental shift for humanity.
That is because, in this year, in 2013, there are going to be revelations.
Now these will not be revelations to everyone, for there are many who
understand parts of the revelations already. Whether those who
acknowledge part of what I explained also accept the whole is another
matter.
As with all plans, some aspects of what I predicted for 2013 are not on
schedule. I would say anyone who has worked with a construction
contractor or an engineering firm or a data processing organization on a
large project knows that timelines do not always come through exactly
as predicted at the beginning of the project. And thus it is with what we
have been planning for the shift.
That said, the shift moves forward.
One of my predictions was that there would be irrefutable proof of life
on other planets. Well, if you have been reading WeSeekToServe.com,
you know that life on other planets covers only a part of what is
happening throughout this galaxy. What I did not say those two years
ago was that we know of this life on other planets because many of us
started our lives, our spiritual lives, on other planets and those
connections remain intact even though we are, I suppose you could call
us, naturalized citizens of planet Earth.
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You have been learning of our Off-Earth Allies. You have been afforded
the opportunity to listen to some of them speak for themselves. It is our
intention that before this year is out, some of these Off-Earth-Allies will
appear jointly with those of the Community of Spiritual Masters who are
currently living in the physical plane of planet Earth.
This event takes much coordination with humanity. For just as we do
not build the new civilization, we do not control the venues, nor do we
control the technology for putting on such an event, for advertising such
an event and for delivering such an event to the public.
Among other things, I said that the records from Atlantis would be
revealed at least in part. And that much is true. There are those
working now to assist in the necessary revelation of these records.
There are already translations of some of these records available on the
Internet. Now there are valid translations and there are distorted
translations available. I will recommend an accurate translation, as
accurate as we know, of the Emerald Tablets.
www.bibliotecapleyades.net/thot/esp_thot_1.htm
It is our expectation that more translations or more records will be
revealed.
I also said, in July of 2011, that there would be more of us coming
among you. This, too, is accurate. There are some of us here now. We
are preparing to move to the physical plane as a team. Now why is this
different?
What is different is that those of us currently on the physical plane,
while we certainly are coordinated, we are not working as a unified
team on the very same objectives. We are each working for the Plan
and our responsibilities within that Plan, but as with any large
organization, the plan has many aspects.
As we come forward, those of us who are here now and those of us who
will be coming for the first time to the physical plane, we will be a
coordinated team.
Now it has been said – I believe it was Master Kuthumi who said it –
that we would hope to have “fans” the way famous soccer teams have
fans. The difference is that we work with those who work with us.
Soccer teams don't necessarily work with their fans. And I do say that
with a smile.
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The turmoil that I predicted in July of 2011 is eventuating. It is called
by many names, but one of them is Arab Spring.
At this point, I would have you review what it was I said nearly two
years ago and have you think about it in relationship to what you see
going on around you and what you know is happening with Mother
Earth. The shift is well underway. There are many people, many
individuals, who are reporting the fact that their psychic abilities are
suddenly more pronounced, or maybe gradually more pronounced. The
point is that these abilities are more pronounced and this has to do with
the rising vibrations of Mother Earth, and that I have explained as well. 1
What I wish to return to at this point is the introduction of our Off-Earth
Allies. One of the activities that I mentioned very strongly in that
commentary was that, as a result of the events of 2013, there would be
a serious scientific investigation into the roots of humanity and the
roots of humanity’s spirituality. That is what I would like to speak
about.
We have spoken, we of the Community, have spoken of the continuity
of the soul 2. Now, when you look at Earth's major religions, when you
review what I will call the major philosophical/spiritual traditions, you
will find that some incorporate the concept of soul continuity in the form
of reincarnations – one incarnation after another – and some do not
include this concept.
I believe you will find more consistency in the concept that I shall call
the God-Spark within. The terminology may change, but I think you will
find a consistency one way or another on that aspect.
I would tell you that this piece of information about the God-Spark
within, that can have such deep spiritual and theological implications, is
not unique to Mother Earth. Nor did this concept originate on Mother
Earth. This concept is a commonality not only on our planet, but among
the various planets where our Off-Earth Allies live and practice their
service to the Plan.
I would introduce you to one such ally. His name is Philohstan. He
comes from the constellation he calls the Eagle. I believe Earth
astronomers have a different name. He is, on his own planet, a
philosopher and he is a traveler within the galaxy. He has come to Earth
to be of assistance at this point in our evolution. Please welcome
Philohstan.
1
2

Planning The Shift – A Collaboration, ThoughtsFromAMaster.com, February, 2012.
Soul Evolution, WeSeekToServe.com, February, 2012.
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Philohstan
Thank you, Master Yeshua. I am very pleased to be speaking on this
forum. I am most particularly pleased to be speaking on this topic.
On my planet we organize ourselves, I would say, differently than the
way humanity organizes itself here on Earth. That is of minor
consequence when it comes to many things. What I find interesting and
where I look forward to being able to work much more closely with
members of humanity is in the area I suppose you would call religion or
spirituality or ethics and morals.
I come from a planet where we have what we call, well, the closest
translation is “rules.” Now the word “rules” has a very harsh
connotation in this language, and yet there is a stability that is much
more pronounced than the word “guidelines” would indicate. We do
have guidelines, but they are based on our rules. I wish there were
another word.
Our rules are our moral guidance for life, for living, for relationships.
As I work with those who are living and working here on Earth, I see
the similarities. I see the common evolutionary core in the religions and
the spiritualities and the philosophies as they have evolved on Earth. I
will limit – oh, let me back up a little. On my planet I am considered a
philosopher, which should warn you that I can go on and on and on. I
think philosophers are wont to do that.
I will discuss our primary moral guideline, our primary moral-ethical
imperative. “Belief” doesn't cover it.
I travel from planet to planet, speaking with those who are currently
incarnating on the planet about their spirituality, their equivalent of our
rules, and we have dialogues. And we find the commonalities and the
common core. Philosophers are very pleased when they can find the
common core for things like that.
So I will limit myself to speaking of our number one ethical imperative,
and that is best translated, “Honor the God-Spark within.”
Honor the God-Spark within. We then take this moral imperative and
apply it to the way we live and to our relationships, for you see, there is
no life in any kingdom on our planet – and on your planet – that does
not have a God-Spark within. It is those God-Sparks that connect
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Creation. We each have our own role and our own place, but it is the
God-Spark that connects us in the Oneness that you hear about.
So when we say, “Honor the God-Spark within,” it is honoring the GodSpark within yourself, within other beings that you relate to, within
members of other kingdoms that you relate to. I think you can believe,
given what I have said, that there could be many, many treatises
written as to how that honoring can be done. And it is those treatises
that evolve and change as the consciousness of humanity – the
humanity of our planet, the humanity of your planet – as that humanity
rises in level of consciousness. It is the treatises that change. It is the
application of “honoring” that changes and expands and takes on
deeper and broader meaning with that expansion of consciousness, but
the imperative remains the same: Honor the God-Spark within.
Honor the God-Spark within. That is our primary imperative. We have
other rules, and our system is broken down in other ways, which I may
speak of from time to time if allowed – and I do hope that I can return.
But the primary imperative does not change. And I find that a high
parallelism has evolved here on Earth.
Now, did we create that imperative on our planet? No. It was shared
with us by others who are further down the road, further on in the
advancement of consciousness than we were. You see, that is how it
works. There is a continuity.
I think you will find that our primary moral imperative is a familiar and
comfortable concept for a great many of you. So you see, we have a
fine base of commonality to begin working together.
I thank you.
Philohstan

Yeshua
Thank you, Philohstan.
I hope that this exposure to one of our Off-Earth Allies and the message
that he brings will help you understand that the message I brought
nearly two years ago is still in force and is playing out this year on this
planet.
Will everything that I predicted come about?
Yes.
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Will it all come about in the year 2013?
Well, now we’re getting into slipped schedules, but I am here to tell you
that enough will be proven and become evident that your tolerance will
grant that the rest is possible, and you will begin to watch for signs that
what I predicted then is coming about now.
I thank you. My blessings on you all.
Master Yeshua
April, 2013 *

*
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